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EDITORIAL

EDITORIALA

In the 1980’s, when the USSR still existed, there was an attempt at a school in Georgia to teach politology. It can be described as an almost clandestine
attempt, even though we were living in a highly politicized empire. What I mean by this is that our history
teacher tried to make us see what she had never
been allowed to say, explain or teach. During one
of her classes she asked us to draw a new map
of Europe. I made so bold as to quote Valentin
Zorin, one of Russia’s most famous politologists, who had shown a map on
one of his Central TV programs
in which the two Germanies
were shown unified in the
same color. On official
Soviet maps they
were clearly distinguished in dark
brown and light
brown. I declared, with all
the self assurance of youth,
that I saw not
only Germany
but the whole
of Europe as
unified in the
same color. Our
teacher answered
ironically that this
was my own idea,
and not what Zorin
had in mind.

80ko hamarkadan, oraindik SESB bazela,
Georgiako eskola batean politologia eskolak ematen
saiatu ziren. Esan liteke ia ezkutuan egin zela, nahiz
eta, antza zenez, nahiko politizatutako inperioan bizi
ginen. Horrekin esan nahi dut gure historia irakaslea
inoiz esan, azaldu edo irakasten utzi ez ziotena
erakusten saiatzen zela gurekin. Bere eskoletako batean Europako kontinentearen mapa
berri bat diseinatzeko eskatu zigun. Errusiako
politologo famatuenetako bat aipatzen
ausartu nintzen, Valentin Zorin,
telebista zentraleko programetako batean Alemania “batuaren” zati biak kolore
berean azaltzen zituena; mapa sobietarretan bi koloretan
bereizten ziren:
marroi iluna eta
marroi
argia.
Gazteek adin
horretan duten
segurtasunarekin azaldu
nuen kolore
berean batuta
ikusten nuela,
ez Alemania
bakarrik, baizik
eta Europa osoa
ere. Irakasleak,
nolabaiteko ironiaz, hori nire iruzkina zela eta Zorinek hori esan nahi ez
zuela erantsi zuen.

Just 10 years later,
the USSR broke up, the “evil
empire” began to disappear and the
map took on all the colors of the rainbow.

Hamar urteren buruan, SESBek behea jo eta ostadarreko kolore ezberdinetan irudikatu zen, eta
desagertzen hasi zen gaizkiaren inperioa.

That same year in Luxembourg, 1991, at
the Council of Europe, French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas had an “unofficial” list of around 40 new
“states”. This was a list of the European peoples that
France believed might opt to secede if the European
Community accepted the dismantling of Yugoslavia.
The process continued its course while some peoples
destroyed each other in blood and fire and the right to
self-determination of others was recognized.

1991n, Luxemburgen, Kontseilu Europarraren
mahaian, Roland Dumas Atzerri Arazoetako Frantziako ministroak, berrogei “estatu” berriren zerrenda
“estraofiziala” zuen eskuartean. Hori, Frantziaren iritziz, Europako Erkidegoak Jugoslavia desegitea onartzekotan bereizketaren alde egin lezaketen Europako
herrien zerrenda zen. Prozesuak aurrera egiten jarraitu
zuen, herri batzuk odola eta sua isurita hondatzen ziren bitartean eta beste batzuei autodeterminazio eskubidea aitortzen zitzaien bitartean.

It is more than 10 years now since those “clandestine” ideas were turned into actual events that
changed, and indeed continue to change, the colors on
the map of Europe, but the Kremlin and other political
forces maintain the tension between the right of sovereignty of a nation and the existence of states with
internationally recognized borders. The former Yugoslavia is a clear example of this contradiction. The international community is seeking a more acceptable way

Hamarkada bat baino gehiago igaro da
“ezkutuko” ideiak Europaren mapako koloreak aldatu
zituzten eta oraindik ere aldatzen dituzten gertakari
bihurtu zirenetik. Baina bai Kremlinak bai bestelako
indar politiko batzuek ere nazio baten subiranotasun
eskubidearen eta nazioartean jada aitortutako mugak dituzten estatuen arteko tentsioa mantentzen
dute. Antzinako Jugoslavia dugu kontraesan horren
adibide argienetako bat. Nazioarteko erkidegoa Montenegroren “domino efektuaren” kutsadura orokorrari
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to erect borders against a domino effect as exemplified
by Montenegro. In an article in Le Monde Daniel Vernet
described this effect as the result of continuous contradictions in European Community policy, and stated
that “Montenegro has just proclaimed its sovereignty.
Kosovo is next on the list, despite the opposition of Belgrade. Its independence now seems inevitable, even if
it is “limited”, “conditional”, or “restricted”. How can
the Albanians who make up the great majority of the
people in that province be denied what has been granted to the people of Montenegro?”

mugak ipintzeko modu onargarriagoaren bila dabil.
Daniel Vernet-ek “Le Monde” egunkarian idatzitako
artikuluetako batean, Europako Erkidegoaren politikaren kontraesan etengabeen emaitza gisa deskribatzen
zuen efektu kutsakor hori, eta honakoa zioen: “Montenegrok bere subiranotasuna aldarrikatu berri du. Hurrengoa Kosovo izango da, Belgrad kontran egon arren;
bere independentzia, “mugatua”, “baldintzapekoa” edo
“murriztua” izan arren, saihestezina dela ematen du.
Zeren izenean ukatu ahal izango zaie albaniarrei, probintzian gehien-gehienak direnak, Montenegrokoei
eman zaiena?”

Logically, the same effects can be felt beyond the Balkans in the Transdniester region of Moldova, among the Chechens of the northern Caucasus
and among the Abkhasians and Ossetians of Georgia.
The example of the Caucasus is the clearest, and at the
same time it exemplifies the ambiguity of the policies
pursued by major powers such as Russia, which opposes
aspirations to independence in the name of the “territorial integrity” of its empire in the northern Caucasus,
but encourages such aspirations in the south, particularly in Georgia.

Baina “efektu” horrek, logikoa den bezala,
Balkanetatik harantzago ere funtzionatzen du. Moldaviako Transdniester-i, Kaukaso iparraldeko txetxeniarrei, eta Georgiako osetio eta abjasioei eragiten die.
Gauzak horrela, Kaukasoko adibidea da nabarmenena,
bai eta Errusia bezalako potentzien politikaren anbiguotasuna ere: izan ere, helburu independentistei bere
inperioaren “lurralde osotasunaren” izenean egiten die
aurre Kaukaso iparraldean eta, aldiz, sustatu egiten
ditu hegoaldean, batez ere Georgian.

How can we explain the acceptance of the independence and self-determination of the representatives of one nation within the territory of the other?
Many explanations and justifications can be put forward
for accepting the self-determination of a nation in its
historical territory within the frontiers of a state, but
not all cases are comparable. In some states, the assimilation of different peoples is evident and inarguable.
In other cases a nation could not create a state, nor vice
versa. But there are still others in which aspirations
for independence are even clearer. Recognition of the
right of sovereignty of a people entails more questions
and problems than it does answers and solutions.
“In the absence of an overall solution, the only
way to handle claims for identity is on a case by case
basis”, says Daniel Vernet. Supporting that statement, I
will end by mentioning a recent event that has rekindled the age-old polemic of the recognition of a nation
within a state. In a recent session of the Canadian Parliament, an initiative by the Prime Minister resulted in
the recognition of the French-speaking region of Quebec as a nation within the clearly defined framework
of the Canadian state. Although there are clear ambiguities in its interpretation, this decision is a major step
and an example to many states in Europe.
Tamara Gamilagdishvili
Director of the Institute of the Europe of the Peoples
Basque Foundation

Nola azal daitezke nazio baten ordezkarien
independentzia eta autodeterminazio helburuak beste
nazio baten lurraldean? Arrazoi nahikoak ditugu nazio baten autodeterminazioa onartzeko bere lurralde
historikoan, estatu baten mugen barruan, baina kasu
guztiak ez dira konparagarriak. Estatu batzuetan Herri
ezberdinen asimilazioa nabaria eta eztabaidaezina da.
Kasu batzuetan, nazioak ezin izan zuen Estatua sortu,
ez eta honek nazioa ere. Baina beste batzuetan, independentziarako asmoak gero eta argiagoak dira. Herri
baten subiranotasun eskubidea aitortzeak galdera eta
arazo gehiago sortzen ditu, erantzunak eta irtenbideak
baino.
“Errezeta orokorra eduki ezean, banakako tratamendu batek bakarrik emango du nortasun aldarrikapenari aurre egiteko aukera”, dio Daniel Vernetek. Eta baieztapen hori babestuz, Estatu baten barruan
nazio bat aitortzeko betiereko eztabaida berpizten
duen duela gutxiko gertakari bat aipatuz amaitu nahi
ditugu gure hausnarketak. Kanadako Parlamentuaren azken saioetako batean, lehenengo ministroaren
ekimenez, nazio gisa aitortu da Quebeceko eskualde
frankofonoa, baina betiere Kanadako estatuaren definitutako markoaren barruan. Erabaki hori, guztiz interpretazio anbiguoa duen arren, oso urrats garrantzitsua
eta adibide paregabea da geure kontinente zaharreko
hainbat estaturentzat.
Tamara Gamilagdishvili
Herrien Europa institutuko zuzendaria
Euskal Fundazioa

“Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the
activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.”
Article 26/2 of the Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations 1948
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THE KARELIANS
(1)

(2)

(4)

(1) Map of Karelia
(2) The flag the Republic of
Karelia
(3) The loat of Arms the Republic of Karelia

(3)

(4) Petrozavodsk, the capital
of Karelia

T

he name Karelia first occurs in Scandinavian sources in the 8th century. In the
mid-12th century Karelia and the Karelians are mentioned in Russian chronicles, referred to as “Korelia” or “Korelyane”. The Karelians are the original Baltic-Finnic tribe in the
area between Lakes Ladoga and Onega. However, the Finns from Finnish Karelia have also
been called Karelians, although they speak a
Finnish dialect. The Izhorians are of the same
origin as the Karelian people.

tely 20,000). There are Karelian villages in the
districts of Molokovo, Krasny Holm and Vyshni
Volochok, the southernmost of which are located in the vicinity of Rzhev. The southernmost Karelians live separately from other Tver
Karelians in five villages on the Djorzha, a tributary of the River Volga. In 1890 there were
1,664 Karelians in the South Tver area, in 1911
they numbered 1,952. Today, their number has
been reduced to 70, most of whom return to
their home villages only in summertime.

In early references the Karelian language is
also Olonets or East Karelian. The speakers of
Karelian proper (North and South Karelian)
use the same name karjalaiset or karjalazhet
for themselves and their language is karjalan
kieli(i). The Olonets Karelians call themselves
liüdi or liügi and livviköit, and their language
is livvin kieli. The speakers of the Ludic dialect
use lüüdiköit or luudikoit for themselves and
their language is lüüdi or luudikiel.

A list of Tver Karelian villages compiled by A.
Vershinsky, published in 1932, includes more
than one thousand Karelian villages. Some of
them already had a mixed Karelian-Russian
population even at that time. The Karelians
in the Novgorod region live in the district of
Valdai and there are Karelians in the district
of Lodeinoye Polye in the region of St. Petersburg. A small number of Karelians is reported
in Siberia where they are known as Korlaks.
A couple of thousand Karelians are scattered
throughout Finland where they are becoming
finnicized.

The Karelians are widely distributed over a large territory. The Karelians of Karelia live chiefly
west of the St. Petersburg-Murmansk railway
line in the Karelian ASSR and their administrative centre is Petrozavodsk or Petroskoi. The
Tver Karelians inhabit areas west of Moscow
where, they have enclaves in the districts of
Likhoslavl, Spirovo, Rameshkovo and Maksatikha (in the 1960s they numbered approximately 90,000 - 100,000) A large group of
Karelians lives in the districts of Vesyegonsky,
Sandovo and Brusovo (in the 1960s approxima-

Population: In 1979 138,400, with 55.6 %
speakers, of these in the Karelian ASSR 82,140 and in the Tver region - 30,400.
The use of the native tongue differs with the
age of the speakers. According to some estimates, 90 % of children under the age of 10
regard Russian as their mother tongue. The
Karelians make up only 10 % of the popula-
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dialects of North and South Karelia have been
treated under the name of Karelian proper or
the Vienakarjala dialectal group in academic
literature.
The Russian influence on Karelian is great, especially in Central Russia. Russian loan-words
in Karelian are innumerable.
In the first centuries AD the Karelians lived
near Lakes Ladoga and Onega. From there they
moved along the Dvina (Finnish Viena) up to
the White Sea and thence northwest into Finnish Karelia and Savo. A part of the Karelians
blended with the Veps. The East Slavic tribes
came to live in the Karelia neighbourhood in
the second half of the first millenium. From
the 9th to the 12th centuries the southern
part of Karelia was under the control of the
Kievan Rus principality. In the 12th century
the Karelians became dependent on the Novgorod feudal republic and were converted to
the Russian Orthodox faith. In this conversion
the Solovets monastery, located on an island
in the White Sea, played an essential role. In
the 13th century Sweden became interested
in the area inhabited by the Karelians. The
border between Russia and Sweden, later between Russia and Finland, has divided the Karelians since 1323. Despite disputes over the
border being settled, Russian-Swedish warfare did not cease and Karelia continued to be
plundered and devastated. With the end of
the Russian-Swedish wars in the 17th century
and the peace treaty of Stolbovo (1617), a part
of the Karelians moved from the northwestern
shores of Lake Ladoga to North Karelia, and a
part of them moved to the Valdai Hills in Central Russia (the regions of Novgorod and Tver).

River Neglinka

tion in the Karelian ASSR and only about half
of the Karelians in Karelia still consider Karelian to be their native tongue.
Anthropologically the Karelians belong to the
East-Baltic race in which strongly European
features are blended with some Mongolian
traits.
Karelian belongs to the North group of the
Baltic-Finnic language, with the closest related language being Finnish. Some scholars
do not regard Karelian as a separate language
at all, but classify it as an eastern dialect of
the Finnish language. However, it should be
considered a separate language because of its
geo-political location within the boundaries
of another state.
As over centuries the Karelians have become
dispersed over a wide territory, scores of dialects have been noted and their division has
caused, and is still causing, great controversy
among linguists. One breakdown of the dialectal differentiations is such: the North Karelian dialectal group (in the north of the Karelian ASSR), the South Karelian dialectal group
(in the central part of the Karelian ASSR and
enclaves in the Tver, Novgorod and Leningrad
regions of the Russian Federation), the Olonets or livviko dialectal group (in the northwest
of the Karelian ASSR, between Lakes Ladoga and Onega, and scattered in Finland) and
the Ludic dialectal group (in the central and
southern parts of the Karelian ASSR; Kontupohja, Mundjärvi, Shuoju, Pyhäjärvi and Vaashen - approximately 10,000 speakers). The
Ludic dialect is close to Veps and has sometimes been regarded as a separate language. The

One of the Karelian Village
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It was a flight from the imposition of feudal
taxes and the Lutheran faith.
The Karelian emigration from their war-torn
country had already begun in the late 16th
century, but it became extensive in the first
half of the 17th century. It is assumed that the
number of people who emigrated was enormous for that time - about 25,000 - 30,000
people. Russia supported the exodus from
Swedish lands giving the Karelians assistance
and freeing them temporarily from taxes.
When the October Revolution broke out in
1917 the Karelians made several attempts to
gain independence. They wanted to join Finland. On the initiative of Finland, the Karelian
issue was put under discussion at the League
of Nations in 1923, but the resolution supporting Karelian independence led nowhere. In
the same year Karelia was declared an auto-

Karelia

nomous republic. After the end of the Winter
War in 1940, Karelia was granted the status of
a full union republic, but in 1956 this reverted
to autonomous republic. During the War of
Continuation (1941 - 44) the Finns captured a
large part of Karelian territory.
During World War II Djorzha was the arena for
many battles and the region’s villages were razed to the ground. The people were scattered
and only a small part of them ever returned to
their home villages.
Karelian traditional festivity

The traditional activities of the Karelians have
been land tillage, fishing, hunting and timber
cutting. As recently as the second half of the
19th century, the Karelians lived in big 25 - 30
member families. Large industries were developed in the Soviet period. As a result, there was a constant influx of Russian-speaking
people and now the Karelians have become a
minority in their native land.
Valeri Obolentsev

Alexey Avdyshev, Petrozavodsk
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THE FAROESE
(2)

(3)

(1) The Faroese Islands Map
(2) The Faroese Islands Flag
(3) The Faroese Islands
(1)

Village

T

he archipelago known as the Faroese Islands (Faroese: Føroyar, Danish:/Færøerne)
lies about 350 km. north of Scotland and 450 km southwest of Iceland, and has a
population of 48,500. The Faroes are actually a group of 18 islands separated from
each other by narrow straights. The archipelago has 1,399 square kilometres of surface
area, and the largest island is Streymoy/Strømø, with 374 square kilometres, where the
capital, Tórshavn/Thorshavn, is located. Other smaller islands include: Vágar/Vægø, Eysturoy/Østerø, Su_uroy/Syderø, Sandoy/Sandø y Bor_oy/Bordø.

P

olitically, the Faroes belong to the
Kingdom of Denmark, but they enjoy
broad autonomy in domestic affairs
and send two representatives to the Danish
Parliament, the Folketing, in Copenhagen/København. The Faroese islanders also have their
own flag, stamps, and passport.

Denmark, Sweden and Norway together under
a single monarch, who was meant to be Danish. Queen Margaret I (1353-1412) had herself proclaimed regent of Denmark, Norway
and Sweden at Kalmar in 1397, during the minority of her great-nephew Erik of Pomerania
(1382-1459), who was made king of the Union.
Erik’s personal reign did not begin until 1412,
but he quickly made enemies of the Swedes,
who rose against him in 1434. The Union with
Sweden ended in 1521 when Gustav Eriksson
(1496-1560) expelled the Danes and had himself recognized King of Sweden, but the union
with Norway lasted until 1814.

The Faroes were probably discovered by Irish
monks as long ago as the year 500. In the 8th
century, monks from Scotland settled there
but abandoned the islands at the beginning of
the 9th century, driven away by raiding Norseman. Later, the archipelago became a stop
on maritime routes linking Scandinavia and
the Viking colonies of Iceland and Greenland.
Today’s Faroese are therefore descendants of
the Norwegian immigrants who replaced the
first Scottish and Irish settlers on the islands.

In the 18th century, Danish was made the official language of the Church of Denmark and
therefore became obligatory for the islanders,
who reacted with protests at this imposition.
England occupied the archipelago in 1807,
but when the union between Denmark and
Norway was dissolved as a result of the Treaty
of Kiel in 1814, Denmark regained possession
of the Faroe Islands and made them a Danish
“department”. In 1816 the Løgting, or Faroese
parliament, was officially abolished and replaced by the Danish judicial system. Danish

The Faroe Islands came under the Danish crown
in 1397 with the formation of the Kalmar
Union. Under the terms of the Kalmar treaty, Norway contributed to the Union its vast
North Atlantic possessions, including the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland. The Kalmar
Union was formed to bring the kingdoms of
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1946, the government of Denmark refused to
accept the political independence of the Faroese, since the referendum in favour of sovereignty had been carried by only 50.7% of the
votes cast and therefore had not been “won”.
However, two years later, the islands were
made an autonomous region of the Kingdom
of Denmark. In 1958 there was a brief crisis in
relations between Copenhagen and Tórshavn
when the islands demanded that Denmark negotiate an extension of their territorial waters
with the United Kingdom.
Today the archipelago still forms part of the
Kingdom of Denmark and continues to enjoy
political autonomy. The Faroese have control over most internal matters thanks to the
existence of their own parliament and autonomous government, the Landst_n. However,
foreign relations, defence, law enforcement
and religion are still under the control of the
Danish government. The Faroese elect two representatives to the Danish parliament, but
in exercising their autonomy, they chose to
remain outside the European Community, or
today’s European Union, when Denmark joined the EC on January 1st 1973.

Mykineshólmur

was presented as the principal language, while
Faroese was practically abolished from official
circles. In 1849 Denmark adopted a new constitution, which was announced in Faroese in
1850, awarding the archipelago two seats in
the Danish Parliament.
At the end of the 19th century, a nationalist
movement arose to protect the Faroese language and culture against the increasing influence of Danish culture. In 1940 the islands
were occupied by the British, thereby removing Danish authority over the Faroes until
the end of the Second World War. Since this
meant excluding a
return to “Danish
department” status, Denmark had
to negotiate with
the representatives
of the islands and,
in 1948, passed the
Home Rule Act or
“statute of autonomy” making the
Faroes a self-governing state inside the
Danish Kingdom. In

Klaaksvik
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On March 17th 2000, the Faroese government
submitted to the Danish government a project for total independence, under which the
Danish monarch would remain Head of State
and the Faroese currency would still be the
Danish krone. Under the project, the local parliament would enjoy supreme authority and
would not be represented in the parliament in
Copenhagen. The Faroese also wish to maintain administrative
co-operation with
Denmark in matters
of health, justice
and air traffic. The
Danish government
let it be known that
they would not
oppose this desire
for independence,
but that secession
would carry a price:
suspension of annual aid amounting
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would lead to “secession of the islands from
the Kingdom of Denmark”. Be that as it may,
it is up to the Faroese people to decide their
relations with Denmark. Talks are therefore going ahead with the Faroese authorities
on the future home rule of the Faroe Islands,
whether as part of the Danish Kingdom or not.
Denmark upholds the principle that the future
of the islands belongs to the Faroese people
themselves. If the people do express the desire
to obtain sovereignty outside the unity of the
realm, the government is disposed to negotiate in order to find a reasonable solution for
both parties.

“Sheep Islands”

to approximately a thousand million Danish
krone and the payment of a six thousand million debt. According to a survey conducted by
the Faroese newspaper Sosialurin and the local television station, voters are divided on the
issue of political independence, with 45.9% in
favour and 44.5% against. As for religion, the
Faroese are almost exclusively (Lutheran) Protestants.

FAROESE
GENETIC CLASSIFICATION
Language family: Indo-European; branch:
Germanic; group: North Germanic; subgroup
West Nordic or West Scandinavian.

On May 26th 2001, the Faroe islanders were
called to the polls to vote on the issue of sovereignty for the archipelago. Four points were
included in the initiative:

SPEAKERS
On the Faroes, 86% of the population or some
41,700 people speak Faroese as their native
language. Most of the islands’ 48,500 inhabitants are bilingual and speak both Faroese and
Danish.

1. Transfer of powers from Copenhagen to the
island authorities no later than 2012.
2. Creation of capital funds to finance the
transition period.
3. Progressive reduction and elimination of
subsidies from Denmark.
4. Holding of a new referendum on the creation of an independent State, no later than
2012.
However, an opinion survey showed that the
plan was not widely backed by voters and the
independence referendum was therefore cancelled. Disagreement over the issue almost
brought down the local coalition government,
an outcome that was finally averted by a
last-minute decision of the coalition to forge
ahead with the sovereignty process. The three
coalition parties agreed a course towards independence that was quite similar to the plan
that had been presented to the electorate in
the May 26th referendum.
According to the Danish government, the Faroese initiative was “going too far”, since it

DIALECTS
The dissemination of the island population as
a natural result of geographical conditions led
to fragmentation of Faroese into numerous
dialects, which was an impediment when it
became necessary to develop a common written language. A basic map of major dialects
has been drawn, although each town or village has its own distinct way of speaking.
Faroese can be divided into two major dialect
groups: the northern dialect, which includes
the capital, Tórshavn, and the southern dialect.
Most of the differences observed are phonological, although there are also morphological,
lexical and syntactic differences. However, there
is not a problem of mutual incomprehension.
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Twentieth century economic development,
particularly after the Second World War, and
the population shift from country to towns,
especially the capital, placed Tórshavn in a privileged position for the future establishment
of a standard dialect.

ka málnevndin, has been keeping close watch
on the evolution of the language since 1948,
although the activities of this institution have
been geared toward ridding the language of
Danish and other outside influences, as a possible format for a future standard language.
Although it publishes a good number of books,
most of the works sold are written in Danish.
There are also six newspapers in Faroese, but
most magazines are imported from Denmark.
Due to the difficulty of mutual comprehension
between Danish and Faroese, the local adult
population has a certain command of Danish,
although with notable differences in level. Because of this, the Danish-speaking residents of
the islands continue to use their mother tongue and, while they understand and are able
to speak and write Faroese, most prefer to use
only Danish.

FAROESE TODAY
Under section 11 of the Home Rule Act of
the Faroes of March 23rd 1948, Faroese is
the “principal language” of the islands and is,
along with Danish, the official language of the
archipelago: Section 11
Faroese is recognized as the principal language, but Danish is to be learnt well and carefully, and Danish may be used as well as Faroese
in public affairs.
Although the two languages are recognised as
co-official, the fact is that Faroese is the language most used by the islanders, with Danish
occupying second place. Only the Danish government uses above all the minority language in the islands.

Faroese is the predominant language in almost
all social spheres, including government, education, newspapers, radio and television, and
in church and cultural life.
Javier Ruiz de Aguirre

The Faroese Language Committee, or Føroys-

Kunoy
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GEORGIAN FOLK DANCES AND GENDER EQUALITY

Georgian Folk Group “Mukhambazi”

A

s an outstanding Georgian writer and
modern European thinker Grigol Robakhidze has remarked “ There is a
very interesting peculiarity about Georgian
folk dance, the partner never touches, even
slightly his lady partner, in this sense it is a
very distinguished cultural phenomenon”.

subject for discussion. Actually it is not surprising, as on the one hand we face with the
countries with Asiatic outlook on life , in these countries women are not even addressed
by name and on the other hand, the western
world with its aggressive feminism and violent emancipation.

In our opinion, the above mentioned
phenomenon originated from two principal
reasons: traditionally exaggerated respect
to lady’s virtuous on the one hand, and her
self-evident equality with men on the other
hand.

According to Grigol Robakhidze – “Caucasus
is the wedding place for Europe and Asia.”
Actually it turned out to be true in reality.
Such a small country as Georgia, managed to
restore the balance between European and
Asiatic cultures and succeeded in idealization
of this syntheses, this position is remarkably
expressed in Georgian folk dance.

In Georgian folk dance both parts,
for men and women are equally significant.
Neither women nor men are too active. This
harmonic natural balance makes it clear,
that in this country the problem of equality
between men and women never occurred.

Women are absolute equals with men,
but not aggressive, not unnaturally active,
but self-confident, strong and brave, who are
able to discharge traditionally man’s obligations, if necessary.

By the end of the last century the
gender equality question became a topical

There are lots of good folk ensembles in Geor-
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Georgian Folk Group “Mukhambazi”

Georgian Folk Group “Mukhambazi”

gia, but presently our attention was attracted
by a girls` folk group “Mukhambazi”. This folk
ensemble was founded ten years ago and since then it has been taking active part in the
global cultural life. At the same time, the
ensemble “Mukhambazi’ is a Spivakov festival laureate and golden medal-winner of a
festival in Adjara.

Vakhtang Zedelashvili – ensemble
“Rustavi” soloist and the coach of the girls`
folk group “Mukhambazi’ remarked, that the
girls perfectly, not worse than men, perform
the most difficult dancing elements meant
for men.
In Georgia such innovations gradually
are becoming very popular, at the same time
lessening the importance of gender equality
problem. In our opinion, all above mentioned
suggest that such experience of smaller nations might be seriously considered by others
and we hope, that the present remark won’t
be disregarded.

What is the distinctive feature of the
girls` folk group “Mukhambazi”? Girls dressed
in men’s national cloths perform dances, exclusively meant for men: “Khorumi”, “Caucasiuri”, “Mtiuluri”, “Svanuri”. The girls perform
this dances perfectly, but with pronouncedly
feminine accents, with integral feminine features, full of lightness and mystery.

Ketevan Kurdovanidze
Tbilisi, Georgia

- Yes, a woman can fulfill man’s job,
but without loosing the sense of gender
– such is the concept of the art director
and choreographer of the girls` folk group
“Mukhambazi’ - Khatuna Charbadze.
- Since my childhood I had a secret
dream to dance man’s part in Georgian folk
dance, I wondered if I would be able to perform such a difficult task. Organizing the
girls` folk group “Mukhambazi’ helped me to
realize my childhood dreams.
- Putting Georgian folk dances on a
stage requires especial choreographic approach. New generation is coming and we should
foresee and meet their demands, that’s why
we are always ready to introduce new methods and fresh ideas into our work.
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BREVES
NEWS IN BRIEF
“SOUTH OSSETIA” PRONOUNCES ITS INDEPENDENCE FROM GEORGIA
FOR THE SECOND TIME
ADMINISTRATIVE-TERRITORIAL UNITS OF GEORGIA
In the context of the separatist
movements that have become more
active within the former Soviet Union,
“South Ossetia”, a Republic belonging
to Georgia that proclaimed itself independent in 1990, voted on November
12th in a referendum to ratify their
desire to secede, and to re-elect their
president Eduard D. Kokoity.
Participation was more than 90%,
and Kokoity has already begun to celebrate victory. The vote has also given
him a weighty argument to wield in
talks with Georgia about his cause. The results show that almost 100% of voters voted in favour of
independence. “We hope that the international community will recognize us”, declared Kokoity.

KOMI REPUBLIC AND NENETS AO READY TO STRENGTHEN COOPERATION
The administrations of the Nenets Autonomous
Okrug and the Komi Republic intend to sign a
new cooperation agreement on 29-11-2006. The
economic integration of the two neighboring
federal subjects is natural because of their common border and their similar industrial preconditions. The regions have many common challenges, among them the protection of indigenous
peoples, reindeer flocks and pasture observation,
as well as social and economic issues, Aleksandra
Lomakina, deputy head of the Nenets AO department of regional development says. She also
says that cooperation within infrastructure is a
field of priority.
Syktyvkar, tha capital of Komi

The flag of Komi
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REFERENDUM IN TRANSDNIESTRIA
On September 17, 2006, Transdniestria voted to continue its de facto
independence and to seek closer links with Russia.

Political Climate
None of the political parties in Transdniestria campaigned for reunification with the Republic of Moldova. The Supreme Court of Transnistria
prohibited political organizations campaigning for the reunification with
Moldova on the grounds that they were “contrary to the state”. Before
the referendum, four members of the pro Moldova NGO “Dignitas” from
Slobozia were arrested by Transdniestria special forces, though they were
freed after a few days’ detention, and no charges were brought against
them.

Official Results
Data published by the authorities in Transdniestria indicate that 394,861 of the 555,000 inhabitants
registered to vote, 5.6% less than a year earlier.
The referendum posed the following questions:
1. Do you support the movement towards the independence of Transdniestria and subsequent free
association with the Russian Federation?
Yes votes: 97.2%; No votes: 1.9%; spoiled votes/ undecided voters: 0.9%
2. Do you consider it possible to give up the independent status of Transdniestria and subsequently
become a part of the Republic of Moldova?
Yes votes: 3.3%; No votes: 94.9%; spoiled votes/ undecided voters: 1.8%
78.6% of voters turned out, substantially more than the 50% plus one required by law for the referendum to be considered valid. Opinion surveys less than 25 m from polling stations were prohibited
on the day of the referendum to prevent any disruption of voting.

AUTONOMOUS DISTRICT OF THE NENETS TO REMAIN INDEPENDENT
Olga Kameneva, a member of a legislative assembly of the autonomous district of the Nenets, says that she believes
the region will continue to be an independent Russian Federation member, and that
the members of the regional parliament are
working ceaselessly to prepare documents
and arguments to help in their defence of
the region’s independence.
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SERBIA APPROVES A CONSTITUTION INCLUDING KOSOVO
Participation in the referendum on
the new Constitution of Serbia, held on October 29, 2006, exceeded the 50% of the
electorate required, though throughout the
long referendum day there was uncertainty
as to whether the vote would be a success.
51.6% of voters said yes to the text, whose principal and most highly disputed point
is the rejection of independence for Kosovo,
an aspiration of the Albanian majority in the
province. Participation in Kosovo was lower
than anywhere else in the country.
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